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This book defines Ohio’s standards and specifications for stormwater practices implemented during land development. It is an update of the previous Rainwater and Land Development book completed in January 1996. The target audience is that group of professionals involved in the design and implementation of development projects.

This book aims to integrate water resource protection into development site planning in order to maintain or improve stream integrity. Early chapters discuss practices and strategies for protecting streams and wetlands, treating stormwater pollutants, rehabilitating streams and establishing permanent runoff controls. The latter portion of the book includes chapters regarding construction-phase practices, including standards and specifications for sediment control, temporary runoff control, soil stabilization and control of pollutants other than sediment. Appendixes offer further information regarding stormwater design examples, permits, helpful contacts, and soils.
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Rainwater?
When rain falls, runoff supplies and influences Ohio’s rivers, creeks and lakes. The land that rainwater encounters and the manner in which it is managed strongly influences the health and integrity of these receiving waters. If we recognize that streams are, in many ways, the most valuable environmental feature of a landscape, how land uses are planned, and how land is developed, becomes critical to continuing the many natural benefits streams provide. The benefits that healthy stream systems provide - water quality services; a natural infrastructure for drainage; a source of biological diversity and environmental productivity - are all diminished if our management of rainwater is inadequate during and after development.

Few activities alter a watershed more or have more potential to permanently lower the quality of streams than urbanization. Historically, the first efforts to offset these impacts focused on strategies controlling peak flow from large, infrequent storm events (i.e., flood control). Concern about the sediment contributed to runoff during construction practices resulted in erosion and sediment control regulations to minimize erosion and capture eroded sediment at construction sites. Experience also showed that historic stormwater controls were not adequately treating runoff.

Urbanization changes watersheds in a multitude of ways, and generic solutions cannot manage all the impacts. Traditional approaches alone fall short of maintaining the integrity of water resources. Success depends on recognizing the characteristics of specific water resources, understanding the relevant impacts, and tailoring a comprehensive array of tools to individual situations. Success requires going beyond a narrow focus on a single problem to undertaking a comprehensive water resource protection strategy. The difference is as great as the difference between rare storms and common rainwater.

Purpose
This book offers a comprehensive source of general standards that can be implemented as land is being developed to avoid, minimize or compensate for impacts to water resources. These practices range from control of specific pollutants, like sediment generated during construction, to practices that help maintain the natural functions of a healthy stream system.

The practices and terminology in this book generally revolve around the movement and dynamics of water. The terms used here should be consistent with hydrologic or engineering usage. A glossary has been provided at the end of this book for terms that are less common or particular to Ohio situations or programs.

Intended Audience
This book should prove most useful to site designers as they attempt to maintain the integrity of Ohio’s rivers, creeks and lakes. Additionally local officials, agency staff, planners, and the public will find applications not only to individual sites, but also may assist with land use planning and resource management.
How land is initially developed has tremendous bearing on the prospective quality of urban streams. This material will assist site designers and development plan reviewers in choosing and judging the appropriate practices for a particular site’s conditions. Certainly not all the practices in this book are necessary or practical on all sites, therefore site designers must evaluate site conditions and the potential adverse effects of their project on water resources, along with state and local requirements while planning and implementing development projects. Additionally, this book will assist local governments who must determine which issues in addition to site improvements must be addressed to ensure the quality of our water resources.

**Authority of this book**

In 1979, Ohio’s Division of Soil and Water Conservation was charged by Ohio Revised Code (ORC) Chapter 1511 with defining standards to abate erosion and related degradation of the waters of the state. The Natural Resources Conservation Service has a long-standing reputation nationally for defining technically sound standards for conservation practices. Finally Ohio EPA, by ORC Chapter 6111, is responsible for administering the NPDES program to which storm water was added by amendments to the Water Quality Act in 1987. With much input from people in industry, academia, local storm water programs and other states, these three agencies have defined standard practices for the State of Ohio.

The standards themselves are not requirements. In Ohio, responsibility for regulating storm water is held by both local and state authorities. Locally, municipalities, townships and counties all have authority to regulate storm water. Ohio EPA administers the state regulations that require storm water permits for construction sites.